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We consider a uniform model of computation for groups. This is a generalization
of the BlumShubSmale model over the additive group of real numbers. We show
that the inequalities P{DNP and PQ{DNPQ hold for computations with or
without parameters over arbitrary infinite abelian groups.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Following the model for computations over real numbers developed by
Blum, Shub, and Smale, we shall consider here register machines over
groups G=(G; e; b , &1; =), the so-called G-RAMs. We shall introduce
deterministic and nondeterministic programs for register machines over
groups. In the nondeterministic case we allow only nondeterministic jump
instructions. We also call this nondeterminism of the first kind or digital
nondeterminism and denote it by DN.
Definition (G-RAM for an arbitrary group G=(G; e; b , &1; =). Each
register machine over G is provided with registers z1 , z2 , ... for elements in
G and, for a fixed l, with registers p1 , p2 , ..., pl for indices in N+=N"[0].
It works with the input space I=n=1 G
n and the output space
O=k=1 G
k. The inputs in I are processed by the machine by means of its
G-program of N instructions labeled by 1, ..., N. The sequence in which the
instructions are executed is defined by a connected directed graph whose
nodes denoted by 1, ..., N correspond to the labels of the machine. The suc-
cessors of a node are determined by functions the ;, ;&, ;+: [1, ..., N&1]
 [2, ..., N]. Nodes which do not correspond to jump or branch instructions
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have only one successor defined by ;, whereas the two successors of a
branch node are fixed by ;& and ;+. Each instruction of a G-program
must be of one of the following types.
Input. The only occurring input node is labeled by 1. The input
(x1 , ..., xn) # I is assigned to the registers z1 , ..., zn and the identity element
e is assigned to the other registers zn+1 , zn+2 , ... . The index register p1 gets
the content n and the other index registers get the content 1.
Output. The only occurring output node is labeled by N. (z1 , ..., zp1) is
the output.
Computations. For arbitrary fixed i, i1 , i2 # N+ the instructions
zi :=zi1 b zi2 and zi :=c for c # G are possible.
Index Computations. For any fixed i # [1, ..., l] the assignment instruc-
tions pi := pi+1 and pi :=1 are permitted.
Branchings. A branch node m is directly connected with two next nodes
;+(m) and ;&(m). Conditional branchings correspond to the instructions
m: IF zi=zj THEN GOTO ;+(m) ELSE GOTO ;&(m),
m: IF pi= pj THEN GOTO ;+(m) ELSE GOTO ;&(m).
In the nondeterministic case we also allow the instruction
m: GOTO ;+(m) OR GOTO ;&(m).
Copy Instructions. In copying zpi :=zpj with fixed i, j # [1, ..., l] the
indirect addresses are permitted.
If we give the permission to use the assignment instructions zi :=c for
arbitrary elements c in G, then the computations are computations with
parameters. If the machine only works with the constant e, then we speak
about parameter-free computations.
A problem (A, n=1 G
n) with An=1 G
n is recognized by a G-RAM in
polynomially bounded time if there is a polynomial p and if, for any n # N+,
the machine halts for all inputs in A & Gn within at most p(n) steps and
does not stop otherwise. Let the classes G-P[Q] and G-DNP[Q] be the
complexity classes of problems (A, n=1 G
n) recognized by deterministic or
digital nondeterministic G-RAMs, respectively, (with parameters) in
polynomially bounded time.
With respect to the PQ-DNPQ problem for groups we already know
two results. For the additive group of real numbers Meer [5] showed
PQ{DNPQ. This is a special case covered in our Theorems 1 and 2.
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Poizat [6] proved the inequality PQ{DNPQ for the additive group of
finite sequences over Z2 . This group is one of the groups considered
particularly in the Theorem 4.
2. THE P-DNP AND THE PQ-DNPQ PROBLEM FOR GROUPS
Definition (The problem AG for groups G). Let 7+n =[0, 1]
n"
[(0, ..., 0)].
For any group G=(G; e; b , &1; =), let AG=(AG , n=1 G
n) be the
decision problem with
AG= .

n=1
[(x1 , ..., xn) # Gn | _(m1 , ..., mn) # 7+n (x
m1
1 b } } } b x
mn
n =e)].
For abelian groups G=(G; 0; +, &; =) these problems AG are also
known as the subset sum problems and we have
AG= .

n=1
[(x1 , ..., xn) # Gn | _(m1 , ..., mn) # 7+n (m1x1+ } } } +mnxn=0)].
Theorem 1. For each group G=(G; e; b , &1; =) the problem A G is in
G-DNP.
Proof. For an input (x1 , ..., xn), a DN-program can guess whether an
element xi # [x1 , ..., xn] takes part in the computation of the product
xm11 b } } } b x
mn
n (in the case mi=1) or does not take part (in the case m i=0),
and it can take xi into the computation of the product in the first case. This
is possible in linearly bounded time. K
Theorem 2. Let G=(G; 0; +, &; =) be an abelian group containing an
element of infinite order. Then AG  G-PQ holds.
Proof. We assume that AG is in G-PQ. Then there are a polynomial p
and a G-machine M which halts for the inputs (x1 , ..., xn) # AG & Gn within
at most p(n) steps and does not stop for the inputs (x1 , ..., xn) # Gn"AG . Let
n0 be a natural number with 2n0&1&1> p(n0), and let a be an element of
infinite order.
For the sake of contradiction we shall restrict the inputs to the set
Bn0=[(a, 2a, 4a, ..., 2
n0&2a, &ia) | i # N, i1]
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and shall consider the set
An0=[(a, 2a, 4a, ..., 2
n0&2a, &ia) | i # N, 1i<2n0&1]
with An0=AG & Bn0 .
Now we give a computation path P0 such that some inputs in An0 and
some inputs in Bn0 "An0 go along P0 . We define P0 recursively. To simplify
matters, we identify P0 with the corresponding sequence of nodes denoted
by the labels of the M-program. Let the first node of P0 be the node 1. If
the j th node of P0 is a node with the number & and & is not a branching,
then the ( j+1)th node of P0 is ;(&). If the j th node of P0 corresponds to
a test for index registers with the label &, then the result of the test is the
same one for all inputs of the dimension n0 . If the result of such a test is
positive for the inputs of the dimension n0 , then let the ( j+1)th node of
P0 be ;+(&). Let ;&(&) be the ( j+1)th node of P0 if the result is negative.
We must take a closer look at the branch nodes & of P0 relating to branch-
ing conditions of the form zi1=zi2 . For inputs in Bn0 , this condition is
equivalent to a comparison of the form
s0a+s1(2a)+ } } } +sn0&2(2
n0&2a)+l(&ia)=c, (V)
where s0 , ..., sn0&2 and l are integers and c is some value depending on the
constants of the machine only. If there is an integer m with c=ma, then (V)
corresponds to the equations
ka+l(&ia)=ma
and
k+l(&i)=m with k=s0+2 } s1+ } } } +2n0&2 } sn0&2 .
In the case that, in addition to c=ma for some integer m, l=0 and k=m
hold, let the successor of & in P0 be ;+(&) and, otherwise, ;&(&).
If there is not any integer m with c=ma for a test of the form (V), then
the equality test turns out to be negative for all inputs in Bn0 . On the other
side, the result of the test is positive for all inputs in Bn0 if the equation
c=ma for some integer m, the condition k=m for the corresponding k,
and l=0 hold. Therefore, a system of equations of the form k&il=m with
l{0 can be assigned to the branch nodes belonging to the first p(n0) nodes
of P0 and being not trivial for the inputs in Bn0 . Here, a computation of M
covers the computation path P0 for an input in Bn0 still after p(n0) steps if
none of the equality tests (1), ..., (q) turns out to be positive:
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(1) k1&i } l1 = m1 , l1 {0,
} } }
(q) kq&i } lq = mq , lq {0, q< p(n0).
Since the inequalities 2n0&1&1>p(n0)>q hold for n0 large enough, the
set R=[1, ..., 2n0&1&1]"[(k1&m1)l1 , ..., (kq&mq)lq] is not empty. We
take an arbitrary r # R. Then a r=(a, 2a, 4a, ..., 2n0&2a, &ra) is an input in
An0 and must be accepted by M within the first p(n0) steps. Because the
tests (1), ..., (q) for i=r turn out to be negative, the computation path P0
is traversed by a r until it reaches the output node N after at most p(n0)
steps. This means that P0 is an accepting computation path of the length
p(n0). But, P0 is also the computation path of each input (a, 2a, 4a, ...,
2n0&2a, &ia) with i>max[2n0&1, (k1&m1)l1 , ..., (kq&mq)lq]. Thus, most
of the inputs in Bn0 "An0 are also accepted by M. This is a contradiction to
the assumption that the machine M accepts only the inputs in An0 within
at most p(n0) steps. K
Theorem 3. Let G=(G; 0; +, &; =) be an abelian group containing an
element an of an order which is greater than n for each n # N+. Then A G 
G-PQ holds.
Proof. We assume AG # G-PQ. Then there are a polynomial p and a
G-machine M which halts for the inputs (x1 , ..., xn) # AG & Gn within at
most p(n) steps and does not stop for the inputs (x1 , ..., xn) # Gn"AG . Let
n0 be a natural number with 2n0&1&1>2p(n0), and let a be an element
with an order ord(a)>2n0+ p(n0)+1.
We shall restrict our considerations to inputs in the set
Bn0=[(a, 2a, 4a, ..., 2
n0&2a, &ia) | i # N, i1]
and shall also draw our attention to the set
An0=[(a, 2a, 4a, ..., 2
n0&2a, &ia) | i # N, 1i<2n0&1]
with An0=A & Bn0 .
Let P0 be the computation path which is defined analogously to the
proof of Theorem 2. For arbitrary inputs a i=(a, 2a, 4a, ..., 2n0&2a, &ia) in
Bn0 , each nontrivial branching condition can be written in the special form
s0a+s1(2a)+ } } } +sn0&2 (2
n0&2a)+l(&ia)=ma,
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where the coefficients s0 , ..., sn0&2 and l are integers with |s0 | , ..., |sn0&2 |<
2p(n0) and 0<|l|<2 p(n0), and moreover, we can require 0m<ord(a). This
condition is satisfied if and only if the congruence
k&i } l#m (mod ord(a))
with k=s0+2 } s1+ } } } +2n0&2 } sn0&2 holds. Thus, a system of equivalent
congruences describes the q tests being nontrivial for the inputs in Bn0 and
corresponding to the first p(n0) nodes of P0 ,
(1) k1&i } l1 # m1(mod ord(a)), l1 {0, 0m1<ord(a),
} } }
(q) kq&i } lq # mq(mod ord(a)), lq {0, 0mq<ord(a), q<p(n0).
Now we give an input in An0 and an input in Bn0 "An0 such that for both
inputs none of these tests is successful. Thus, if the first of the two inputs
is accepted by M, then the other of the two is also accepted. We choose the
inputs a r1 and a r2 with
r1 # [1, ..., 2n0&1&1]>{k1&m1l1 , ...,
kq&mq
lq
,
ord(a)+k1&m1
l1
, ...,
ord(a)+kq&mq
lq =
and
r2 # [2n0&1, ..., 2n0]>{k1&m1l1 , ...,
kq&mq
lq
,
ord(a)+k1&m1
l1
, ...,
ord(a)+kq&mq
lq = .
It is easy to see that a r1 is in An0 and a r2 is in Bn0"An0 .
For r # [r1 , r2], k # [k1 , ..., kq], and l # [l1 , ..., lq], the inequalities (i) and
(ii) imply (iii) because of the triangle axiom.
(i) |r } l |<2n0 } 2 p(n0);
(ii) |k|<(1+2+ } } } +2n0&2) } 2 p(n0)<2n0 } 2 p(n0);
(iii) |k&r } l |<2n0+ p(n0)+1<ord(a).
On account of (iii) a test ( j) with j # [1, ..., q] could only hold for i=r if
kj&r } lj=mj or if ord(a)+kj&r } lj=m j is satisfied. However, according to
the definitions of r1 and r2 this is exactly not possible.
Therefore, each of the tests (1), ..., (q) is not successful for a r1 and a r2 .
Since a r1 is in An0 , the input a r1 traverses the computation path P0 until it
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reaches the output node N after at most p(n0) steps. This is the reason why
the input a r2 also reaches this output node N after at most p(n0) steps. This
means that the machine M accepts both a r1 # An0 and a r2 # Bn0 "An0 within
p(n0) steps. This is not consistent with our assumption. K
Theorem 4. Let G=(G; 0; +, &; =) be an abelian group containing an
infinite number of elements of the order k for an arbitrary positive integer k.
Then AG  G-PQ holds.
Proof. Let k0 be the smallest integer such that infinitely many elements
have the order k0 . It is easy to show that k0 is a prime number. Moreover,
for all y # G"[0] there is not k<k0 such that the equation kx= y is
satisfied for infinitely many elements x # G, because the set [x1&x2 | x1 ,
x2 # G 7 kx1= y 7 kx2= y][x # G | kx=0] is finite.
We assume AG # G-PQ. Then there are a polynomial p and a G-machine
M which halts for the inputs (x1 , ..., xn) # AG & Gn within at most p(n)
steps and does not stop for the inputs (x1 , ..., xn) # Gn"AG . Let n0 be a
natural number with 2n0&1&1> p(n0).
Let us only consider the n0 -dimensional inputs in the set Bn0 with
B=[x # G | k0x=0].
For the sake of contradiction, we shall give a computation path and
show that certain inputs in Bn0"AG as well as inputs in subsets of AG go
along it still after p(n0) steps. Then M is not able to accomplish our expec-
tation.
We define P0 recursively. Let the first node of P0 be the input node 1.
If the ith node of P0 is a node with the number & and it is not a branch
node, then the (i+1)th node of P0 is ;(&). Provided that the ith node of
P0 corresponds to a test for index registers with the label &, then let the
(i+1)th node of P0 be ;+(&) if the result of the test turns out to be positive
for the inputs of the dimension n0 , and ;&(&) otherwise. For inputs in Bn0,
each other branching condition relating to a node & of P0 is equivalent to
a test of the form
(1) k1 x1+ } } } +kn0 xn0=c,
where the coefficients are integers with 0k1 , ..., kn0<k0 and c is a term
defined by means of the constants of M. If (k1 , ..., kn0)=(0, ..., 0) and c=0
hold for such a node, then the test equation is satisfied for any input in Bn0.
In this case, let the successor of & in P0 be ;+(&) and, otherwise, ;&(&).
The initial computation path of P0 with the length p(n0) is of particular
interest. Let C contain the neutral element 0 and the elements c occurring
in the right sides of the corresponding branching conditions in the form (1)
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in traversing this initial path. For 1 jn0 , let Bj be the set of j-tuples in
B j whose components could only generate each c # C trivially. This means
that we have
Bj=[(x1 , ..., xj) # B j | \c # C \(k1 , ..., kj) # N j"[(0, ..., 0)]
(0k1 , ..., k j<k0  k1 x1+ } } } +kj xj {c)].
So, the inputs in Bn0 satisfy no tests belonging to the first p(n0) nodes of
P0 apart from tests being trivial for the inputs Bn0. The condition for all
following considerations is that Bn0 is not empty.
It is easy to show inductively that each set Bj with 1 jn0 is non-
empty. Because of
B1=B"[x # B | _c # C _k # N(0<k<k0 7 kx=c)]{<
we now assume that Bj&1 {< holds for some j>1. Let (b1 , ..., bj&1) be an
arbitrary ( j&1)-tuple in Bj&1 . We consider the set
B
*
=[x # B | _c # C _(k1 , ..., kj) # N j"[(0, ..., 0)]
(0k1 , ..., k j<k0 7 k1b1+ } } } +kj&1 bj&1+kjx=c)].
Because of k1b1+ } } } +kj&1bj&1 {c for (k1 , ..., kj&1){(0, ..., 0) and c # C
by induction hypothesis, we can assume that kj {0 for the case that the
last equation is satisfied. Since the number of the terms c&k1b1& } } } &
kj&1 bj&1 is finite and for each of these terms and for k j with 0<kj<k0
there are at most finitely many elements x with kj x=c&k1b1& } } } &
kj&1 bj&1 , the set B* is finite. Thus B"B* contains infinitely many elements.
So, [(b1 , ..., bj&1)]_(B"B*) is a nonempty subset of Bj .
This means that after p(n0) steps the computation path P0 is still traversed
by inputs which can not be accepted because of Bn0 & AG=<. Then, for
each (m1 , ..., mn0) # 7
+
n0
, the inputs in
A(m1 , ..., mn0)=[(x1 , ..., xn0) # AG | m1x1+ } } } +mn0xn0=0]
ought to have computation paths differing from P0 not later than after
p(n0) steps. The following lemma shows that this is impossible.
Lemma. For each (m1 , ..., mn0) # 7
+
n0
in A(m1 , ..., mn0) there is an input
a (m1 , ..., mn0) which has another computation path than P0 if and only if a test
of the form (1) with
ki=0 W mi=0
for any i # [1, ..., n0] can be assigned to a node of P0 .
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Proof of the Lemma. Let (m1 , ..., mn0) be an arbitrary tuple in 7
+
n0
.
Then for a certain + # [1, ..., n0] the relation m+=1 holds. Let a =
(a1 , ..., an0) be a tuple in A(m1 , ..., mn0) with (a1 , ..., a+&1 , a++1 , ..., an0) # Bn0&1
and a+= i # [1, ..., n0]"[+](&m ia i). Because of k0a+=0 we have a+ # B and
also a # Bn0. Therefore, the computation path of a and P0 can differ from
each other if and only if for a a nontrivial branching condition of the form (1)
with (k1 , ..., kn0){(0, ..., 0) turns out to be positive. a satisfies such a condi-
tion only if
:
i # [1, ..., n0]"[+]
((ki&k+m i) ai)=c
and, therefore, if (ki&k+ mi)=0 holds for any i{+. Here, for each i with
mi=0 the last equation is only true if ki=0. For each i with mi=1 this
equation is only true if ki=k+ and even ki=k+ {0 for (k1 , ..., kn0){
(0, ..., 0) holds. (Lemma) K
Our lemma shows that 2n0&1 tests with different branching conditions
must occur in P0 in order to assure that the 2n0&1 inputs a (m1 , ..., mn0) with
(m1 , ..., mn0) # 7
+
n0
have other computation paths. Thus, there is an input
a (m$1 , ..., m$n0) with (m$1 , ..., m$n0) # 7
+
n0
reaching the corresponding test in P0
after 2n0&1 steps at the earliest. Because of p(n0)<2n0&1 the machine M
does not accept the input a (m$1 , ..., m$n0) within p(n0) steps. This is in contradic-
tion to our assumption. (Theorem 4) K
Theorem 5. Let G=(G; 0; +, &; =) be an infinite abelian group. Then
G-P{G-DNP
and
G-PQ{G-DNPQ
hold.
Proof. Obviously G-PG-PQ and G-DNPG-DNPQ hold. There-
fore, for the Subset Sum Problem A G we have AG # G-DNP and also
AG # G-DNPQ by Theorem 1. On the other side, each group contains an
element of infinite order, or it contains infinitely many elements of the
order k for some k, or the set of the orders of its elements is unbounded
such that in any case one of Theorems 2, 3, or 4 implies AG  G-PQ and
even AG  G-P. K
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